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which they deal, they are placed within the reach of every member of the
public who desires to consult them. '

I am at a 1088 to understand how a Patentee can be said to add anything
to the common stock of public knowledge, when the public at the date of his
Letters Patent have in their public library accessiblefo everyone, a detailed 5
description of that for which he is seeking a monopoly. Ita :revioUSyomnlete
S~cification for the same iIt'!!tIit.i(.m..iLP.t!IDUl to bave ~eeE enrg11::a; a... the
Patent Office tlia£ m it8eI~ ,!,ithQJJ,t..&l\.Lp. e had ev . n or
h~~ I! 9~¥'I1m~e !!ia~~Qf.~ .. nd
thamen escn lUgthe invention hM.· a 10
domlmlM! aM~~.!!~.tlI,,.a!t~a::t'5.erefQtai,JIJ e rec u e rom
uslhg mf6Hliahon whiCh the alre n f rc ,on a ents,
it is wn : 1 e pub ic once becomes possessed of an invention by
" any means whatever, no subsequent patent for it can be granted either to the
"true or first inventor him~elf or any other person, for the public cannot be 15
" deprived of the right to use the invention and a Patentee of the invention
"could not give any consideration to the public for the grant, the public
"possessing everything he could give." This in my opinion is a correct
statement of the law and applicable to this case. I do not attach any importance
to the fact that the Specifications were in the German language, I agree with 20
what has been said by Lord Justice Lindley on this point. The appeal must be
dismissed with costs.

IN THE FIRST DIVISION OF THE COURT OF SESSI~N IN SCOTLA.ND.

Before THE LoRD ORDINA.RY.

December 7th, 1886, and January 4th, 1887.

Before THE LORD PRESIDENT, AND LORDS MURK, SHAND, AND ADAM.

January 20th, 1887.

HARVIE v. Ross.

Action/or infringement of patent.-Breach of interim interdict.-Oontempt
of Oourt.-Fine. .

In an action for infringement of two patents, brought by H. against W. R., 25
an interim interdict was granted against W. R. for failure to find caution.
H. petitioned the Court, stating that W. R., and T. R.) his son, whom he had
taken into partnership, were manufacturing apparatus which infringed the
patents, and praying that they might befound guJlty of contempt of Court and .
breachof interdict, and punished with fine and imprisonment. 30

Held that the apparatus sold by W. R. and T. R. was an infringement of the
patents, and that they had been guilty of breach of interdict, but not under the
oircumstances of contempt of Oourt , that they ~hould be fined .e5, and ordered
to pay expenses.

In 1877 a patent (No. 480 of 1837) was granted to William Ross for 35
" Improvements in apparatus or valves for regulating and supplying uniform
" quantities of water to, and" preventing waste in, water-closets, urinals' and. .. '. - ,
" other vessels," The Specification so far as is material for the purpose of this
report, was as follows :-' .

•, Figures 1 to 5.are sectional elevations of lifting cup sucker service valves for 40
." reguiating the flow ~fw~ to water-closets or Iiquids to other vessels for other
" purposes, all constructed in' accordance with and illustrltive of the improve:

•
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" ments under the first part or head of this invention. Figure 1 shows the end
" part of an ordinary service cistern Z for waterclosets, fitted with one modifica
" tion of my said new or improved sucker valve A, B, b, c, and improved lever
" arrangement for actuating the same, all to a small scale, the valve being the

5 "same as that represented in sectional elevation in three positions in Figures 2,
" 3, and 4, drawn to a large scale to show the construction and action of its
" parts more clearly. Figur.e 2 showing the valve .~, a, in its normal shut
"position corresponding to Figure 1; and Figure 3 shows the top lifter and
" sucker B, b, as lowered ready to lift the valve lid A, a; while Figure 4 shows

10 "the valve lid as lifted off its seat C with the arrows indicating the flow of water
" down the discharge pipe z to the water-closet. Figure 5 is a sectional elevation
" of a different modification of a cup sucker-valve AX, a>, B, b, C, showing the
" lifting part or lid AX, a>, of the valve as formed with an inverted india-rubber
" cup closing or bearing surface a>, analogous to the lifting sucker b» above it,

15 "but filled with a corresponding spherical segment of metal Ax to give it
" weight and ensure its automatically falling and closing to the normal closed
" position corresponding to Figures 1, 2, 5. The first part of my said Invention
" relates generally to certain improvements in that class of duplex regulating
" valves for the service cisterns of water-closets, and other similar er equivalent

20 "seryice purposes which have the valve lid part (as A, a,) lifted by the action
" of a sucker (as b), either attached to the top weighted or actuating part B, B',
" of the valve, or to the valve lid A, a. And referring to Figures 1 to 5'this
" part of my improvements consists in constructing the parts of the valveallas
" follows :-The valve lifting part A, al, is fitted with a solid or hollow central

25 "spindle All or A2, as shown respectively in Figures 2 and 5, screwed or other
" wise fixed to it, and projecting down from its under side .at AI, so as to work
" down through and be steadied in an ordinary guide eye 0 1 in the seat C, the
" upper end .L~1l of the spindle when solid projecting up through the valve lid,
" so as to fit into and form a guide for the hollow spindle B' of the lifting

30 "part.B and sucker b, as seen in Figures 1 to 4; or as seen in Figure 5, the
" spindle B2 of the lifting part and sucker B, b, of this arrangement works down
"into and is guided by the hollow spindleA" in the lifting valve lid AX, ar;
" below it. The lifting part B to which the cup b is attached by a groove at bl!,

" Figures 1 to 4,. or by a screw griping flange Figure 5 is fitted with a heavy
35 "lead or othe~ inv~rted cup-shaped weight .B" for the carrying down of this

" lifting part B, and the thorough closing of the Iip b' of the sucker band
~ " enclosing and protecting of the cupped part of the sucker b. The outer

,. sucking or catching flange bI of the sucker b may either be formed outwards
'" or inwards to gripe on the upper flat surface of the metal lifting part of the

40 "valve A, as seen in Figures 1 to 4; or it may be formed inwards and .aet over
"-the flange a10f the under inverted india rubber Clip a» as seen in Figure 5
" all self contained and without the necessity of an outside guiding case or cases
" as heretofore used for guiding the upper lifting parts of sucker walves, which
"improvement very much simplifies both the construction and action
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" of this class of valves..... The advantages of my said Invention or
"improvements .are, the great saving of public water' when these valves
"are applied for general water service purposes, and a more efficient
"and certain action of the service valves made in accordance therewith;
,,' also greater durability of the working parts and saving in the cost 5
" of construction, on account of their great simplicity. Having now described
" the nature of my said invention, and the manner of performing the same, I
" have to state that I do not confine myself to the precise details herein. described
,,, or delineated, but what I consider novel and original, and therefore claim as
" the invention secured to me by thehereinbefore in part recited Letters Patent 10
"is-(I) The general construction or arrangement of the parts of sucker lifting
" service regulating valves and their actuating lever connections for giving a
" nearly uniform supply of water, or other liquid, at each action to waterclosets,
"or to other vessels for other purposes, all substantially as herein described.
~' in reference to and shown in Figures 1 to 7 of the accompanying drawings, 15
" or any mere modification thereof. (2) The guiding and steadying of all the
" working parts of sucker lifting-service regulating valves wholly by central
". spindles, solid and hollow, working into each other, all substantially as herein
" described iIi reference to and shown in Figures 1 to 7 of the accompanying
~' drawings, or any mere modification thereof. (3) The .general construction 20
"and use of a differential pressure disc with face valve and discharge piston
"valve chamber combined as a service valve or tap for delivering a nearly
" uniform supply of water at each action from pressure service pipes or mains
" to water-closets or other vessels, all substantially as herein described in
"reference to and shown in Figures 8 and 9 of the accompanying drawings, or 25
" any mere modification thereof. (4) The construction and use of service
" valves with double cup-ringed equilibrium pressure parallel piston valve P, p,
'; having a central inlet port or recess q, for attaching to and regulating the
" BUpply of water from pressure service pipes to cisterns or other vessels, all
" substantially as herein described in reference to and shown in Figures 10 30
" and 11 of the accompanying drawings, or any mere modification thereof." In
l880 another patent (No. 809 of 1880) was granted to the said William Ross for
'~Improvements in service valves and their fittings for regulating and
" preventing waste by the delivery and supply of uniform quantities of water
'.' to water-closets au'd urlnals.and for the like supply of liquids to other vessels." 35
The Specification' stated as follows :-" My said invention consists of certain.
,., simple but important improvements in the construction and arrangement of
" the parts of the service valves, having the valve lid lifted and controlled by
"·a vulcanised india-rubber cup sucker for regulating the flow or delivery of
"uniform quantities of water to water-closets and urinals, or liquids to other 40
"vessels for other purposes, at each action, and which valves formed the first
" part or improvements of theInvention for which Letters Patent were granted
~, to .me, numbered 480, dated 5th February, 1877, and described in reference to
"and shown in Figures 1 to 5' inclusive of the. relative final Specification
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"thereof. The present improvements rather simplify the construction and
"action of these valves, while rendering the india-rubber cupsuckermore
"durable and lasting, by allowing it to retain its natural open cup shape
" (instead of the collapsed shape) when in its normal position at rest ready for

5 "use and action." After describing the drawings, the Specification concluded
thus :--" Having thus described the nature of my said invention and the
" manner of performing the same, I have to state that I do not confine myself
" to the precise details herein described or delineated, but what I consider novel
" and original and therefore claim as the invention secured to me by the herein-

10 "before in part recited Letters Patent is :-(1) The general construction or
"arrangement and combination of the parts of cup-sucker lifting service
" regulating valves, having the cup-sucker b, b', left in its open expanded state
" when the valve A is in its normal closed position, all for giving a nearly
" uniform supply of water or other liquid to water-closets, or to other vessels

15 "for other purposes, at each action, either from service cisterns above or service
" pressure pipes, all substantially as and for the purposes and advantages herein
" described and distinguished in reference to Figures 1 to 3 and 4 to 7, respec
" tively, or any mere modification thereof. (2) 'I'he arrangement and eombina
"tion of the parts of cup-sucker lifting valves having its cup-sucker b, b',

20 "guided by its central spindle B in that of the valve lid A either open or
" enclosed within a case A3, AUi, all substantially as and for the purposes and
" advantages herein described and distinguished in reference to Figures 1 to 3
" and 8, 9, respectively, or any mere modification thereof.

By deed dated the 26th of December, 1883, these patents were assigned to
25 William Harvie, who, on the 12th of April, 1886, commenced proceedings

against William Ross. for infringement of the said patents. On the 1st of
May, 1886, the said William Ross was ordered to find caution. In consequence
of his failure to find caution, the Lord Ordinary, on the 25th· day of May
1886, granted an interim interdict against the said William Ross to restrain

30 him from infringing the patents.
On the 18th of October, 1886, the said William Harvie presented a petition

to the Court of Session, stating that, "Notwithstanding the Plaintiff's interdict,
" the said William Ross has continued in breach thereof to manufacture and
" sell or to cause to be manufactured and sold in Glasgow.and in various other

35 " places throughout Scotland) valves and apparatus for water-closets, &c., so
"constructe~ as to be in infringement 'of the foresaid patent rights. He has
" also for the purpose of evading the interdict now standing against him, assumed
" as a partner his son, Thomas Ross, who is now actively engaged in pushing
" the sale of the said valves in Glasgow or elsewhere. 'I'he said Thomas Ross

40 " is well aware of the said interdict, and of the fact that the valves sold by him
" and his father, are made and sold in infringement of the complainer's patents
" and in breach of the said interdict. The said Thomas Ross has thus been
"and is knowingly and willingly aiding and abetting the said William
" Ross in breaking the said interdict. The manufacture and sale of valves and
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"apparatus by the said William Ross and Thomas Ross, is still continued in
" breach of the Plaintiff's interdict, and to the great prejudice of the Petitioner.
" In these circumstances the Petitioner is compelled to apply to your Lordships
"in order that the authority of the Court may be vindicated and the just
"rights of the Petitioner protected." The prayer of the petition was that 5
William Ross and Thomas Ross might be found. guilty of contempt of
Court and breach of interdict, and that punishment by way of fine and
imprisonment might be inflicted on them.

On the-13th day of November, 1886, the case was remitted to Lord Kinnear
to try without a jury. On the 2nd of December, on the motion of both 10
parties, Professor Armstrong, of the Edinburgh University, was appointed
assessor, under the 28th section- of the Patents etc. Act, 1883. After hearing
evidence on the 7th of December, the Lord Ordinary, on the 4th of January,
1887, reported the case to the Court of Session, and gave the following judgment.

The Lord Ordinary has thought it right to report this case, because the 15
only operative conclusion of the petition is a prayer for the punishment of
the Respondents by fine or imprisonment.

The question is, whether the manufacture and sale by the Respondents of
certain valves for regulating supplies of water involves an infringement of the
patents set forth in the petition, and therefore a breach of interdict. The 20
interdict, which is said to have been broken, is an interim interdict, pronounced
in the Bill Chamber, in respect of' the Respondent's failure to find caution.
There has thus been no judgment upon the construction and scope of the
patents, and the parties are at issue on the question, whether they include such
apparatus as the Respondents have manufactured since the date of the interdict. 25

The patents are two in number, and were granted, one in 1877, and the
other in 18~0, to the Respondent, It illium Ross, by whom they have been
assigned to the complainer. The Lord Ordinaru, having considered the
evidence and examined the models produced, with the advantage of the
assessor, Professor Armstronq's advice, is of opinion that the apparatus 30
manufactured and sold by the Respondent is substantially identical with that
described in the Specification of 1877; and; therefore, that the Respondent has
infringed the .patent, and so committed a breach of interdict.

The part of the patented invention which the Complainer maintains to
have been infringed is that described in the Specification as the first part. 35
This is described as relating" generally to certain improvements in that class
" of duplex regulating valves for the service in cisterns of water-closets and"
"other similar or equivalent service purposes, which have the valve lid part
"lifted by the action of a sucker, either attached to the top weighted, or
"'actnating part of the valve or the valve lid." Neither the action of the 40
sucker, therefore, nor the mode of attaching the sucker to the valve, forms
any part of the. invention. But, assuming these things to be old, the Patentee
goes on to describe his improvement as consisting in a certain donstruction
of the parts of the' valve. It is described in detail, .but the result appears
to be that the invention consists in guiding the valve part by a central 45
spindle, either hollow or solid, which works over or into a corresponding
spindle, solid or hollow, in the lifting part; and the purpose and merit of
the invention is said to be that it dispenses with the necessity of any outside
guiding case, such as had heretofore been used for guiding the lifting parts
of sucker valves. The claim corresponding to this part of the description is 50
the second, by which the inventor claims as novel and original "the guiding
" and steadying of all the working parts of sucker lifting service regulating
" val ves, wholly by central spindles, hollow and solid, working into each
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" other, all substantially as described and shown in the drawings, or any-mere
" modification thereof."

The apparatus complained of is a sucker lifting service regulating valve;
and its working parts, the valve, the valve seat, and the weight, or actuating

5 part, are similar to those of the valves to which the patent relates. "I'he
question, therefore, is whether these working parts are guided and steadied by
" central spindles, solid and hollow, working into each other." That they are
guided by a central spindle is not disputed; but it is said that, whereas there
are two central spindles-one hollow and one solid-in the patented invention,

10 there is only one spindle in the apparatus complained of.
This single spindle is a solid rod 'attached to the valve-scat which passes

up through a bush introduced into the valve, and then through another bush
in the top weight. It is said that this is not an iufringement because it is
the essential feature of the invention that the spindles shall be so adjusted

15 as to work into each other. But the bush through which the central rod of
the valve complained of is made to pass, is simply a perforated box or tube
of metal fitted into the machinery to receive the central rod; and if it were
elongated it would be what is described in the specification as a hollow
spindle. The only feature of novelty to which the second claim relates

.20 is the invention of a central guide instead of an outside case; and the apparatus
complained of is undoubtedly guided from the centre, and not from the
outside. 'Phe Lord Ordinary is advised by the assessor that to substitute a
bush sliding upon a central rod for the two central spindles described in the
Specification required no invention, but, on the contrary, that the one machine

25 is a mere modification of the other.
In other respects the valve complained of appears to be an improvement

upon that described. But the points of difference are not material to the
present question. .

On the 20th of January, 1887, the case came before the Court of Session: UrB
30 (instructed by Thompson, Dickson; and Sluuo) appeared for the Petitioner, and

Thompson. (instructed by J. Sf. G()llaf7y) appeared for the Respondents.

The LORD PRESIDEN'f.-I do not think there can be any doubt upon the
evidence and the argument stated to us, that there has been a breach of interdict
in this case. It is impossible to state the thing more clearly or distinctly than

a5 is done by the Lord Ordinars) in hL"3 note. He says the distinction between
No. B5, which is said to constitute the breach of interdict, and No. 20, which
represents the interdicted article, is simply this,-they are both guided by a
central spindle, but whereas there are two central spindles, one hollow and one
solid, in No. 20, the article interdicted, there is only one spindle in the apparatus

40 complained of. But then he explains, and I think quite soundly, that this
simple spindle is a solid rod attached to the valve-seat and passes up through
a bush introduced into the valve, and then through another bush in the top
weight, The bush through which the central rod of the valve complained of
is made to pass is simply a perforated box or tuhe of metal fitted into the

45 machinery to receive the central rod, and if it were elongated it would be
what is described in the Specification as a hollow spindle. It appears also that
the Lord Ordinaru having resorted to the assessor for advice upon this as a
mechanical question, the assessor advised him that to substitute a bush
'sliding upon a central rod for the two central spindles -descrlbed in the

50 Specification required no invention, but on the contrary that the 'one machine
is a mere modification of the other. I am perfectly satisfied both with the
view of the Lord Ordinaru, and that of the assessor, and that the substitution
af these bushes for the hollow spindle is a .mere mechanical variation of the
same thing; and therefore I cannot doubt that in making and selling the

55 machine as exhibited in No. i35, the Respondents were guilty of a breach of
interdict.

s
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LORD MURE.-I am of the same opinion, and have nothing to add to the
views expressed by the Lord Ordinary in his note, and by your Lordship.

LORD SHAND.-I also concur. It is a very short point, and I think the
substitution of these bushes is just a mechanical equivalent for the hollow
spindle. 5

T..JORD ADA.M concurred.
The LORD PRESIDENT.-Then we find' the Respondents guilty of a breach

of interdict.
Ure.-I move your Lordships to pronounce sentence.
The LORD PRESIDENT (after consultation) said.-The cirumstances of this case 10

I think entitle us to take a lenient view of this breach of interdict. The object
of the Respondents obviously was to escape if they could from the effect of the
patent and of the interdict, and that was a legitimate enough object in itself.
They have not succeeded in that, but I cannot suppose that there was any
intention on their part to be guilty of what is called contempt of Court in the 15
ordinary sense of the term: that is to say, to set at nought the orders of the
Court wilfully. And therefore it appears to me that a small fine is the sentence
most suitable to follow upon the conviction which we have just pronounced.
I propose to your Lordships to fine the Respondents £5.

LORD MURE.-That quite meets my view. ,20
LORD SHAND.-I think the Respondents have disavowed any intention what

ever to be guilty of contempt of Court, and the open. way in which they made
and sold these articles I think showed bona fides on their part,-that they
thought they had a good legal objection to the proceeding by way of breach
of interdict against them; and looking to the fact that of course the 25
Respondents must pay the whole expenses of the case, I think what your
Lordship propoeesis sufficient.

LORD ADAM.-I agree.
The Court fined the Respondents £5 and also gave expenses.

LONDON:
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